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Photo: Thaspol Sangsee (Shutterstock)If you are a fan of Facebook but hate its redesign recently, there is hope. You can no longer return to the old Facebook simply by clicking on a button in the Settings menu, but you can install a Chrome extension that magically transforms the site,
restoring the look and feel you enjoyed previously. To get started, go to the appropriately named old layout and install the extension in the browser. And yes, the same person who made this extension make a useful supplement to the social worker to help you organize your latest news to
flood the content you don't want to see. Matt Cross, you're on a roll. Once you install the extension, Facebook must automatically return to its classic appearance the next time you shoot the site. There's nothing you have to configure to get this pretty look back:Screenshot: David MurphyAs
for how it works, I was surprised to find that the hack is actually very simple. No, the extension does not use a set of HTML processor and CSS to change everything facebook update back to the old look and feel. In fact, as Cross writes: It's Facebook's tricks in offering you old layout by
making your browser pretend that an old version that doesn't support G/O Media might get commissioned, if you see any strange messages about updating your browser while browsing your weary friends' lives, ignore them. Your browser is fine; There's no guarantee that this little trick will
work forever, so enjoy Old Facebook while you can. And yes, you can combine this extension with a social installer to keep an older look and take care of a nutrition free of topics you hate. This includes all annoyingly sponsored Facebook content, which eats valuable real estate on the site
and reduces your ability to enjoy seeing what your friends reach. If this is all too much, though, I assume you can also use a useful Social Book Post Manager extension to slowly delete content on Facebook before deleting Facebook itself. This seems a bit of an overreaction to facebook's
new layout – which I even don't like – but it's important to consider all your options, I suppose. Before we delve into Chrome extensions on Android, it's important to know that this process doesn't go as smoothly as it does with Chrome extensions on your computer. If you feel comfortable
taking some extra steps to implement the alternative solution, then read. Chrome extensions can help you do things like create a to-do list, block ads, or save money when shopping online. Because Chrome for Android doesn't actually support Chrome extensions, you can try either of the
following two ways to get the jobs you want: Once you're set up for extensions, here are some great ways to try them. This easy-to-use tool allows you to save entire web pages or parts of them. It's better than bookmarks because you can recognize the key. With text or visual callouts. Use



separate notebooks to collect research for different projects, then email a post with others, or create a URL. It's useful for both work and home. Another great way to capture the web pages you want to refer to later is to use Save to Pocket. Then view your articles, videos and other media at
any time across all your devices. You can quickly add tags and see recommendations for similar content. Use for free or upgrade to Premium. Ideal for anyone working with people in time zones around the world, FoxClocks shows times around the world at the bottom of your browser. You
can use one of the built-in formats, or create a format that suits you best. Do you need to be immortal for a few minutes? Have you ever wondered what it would be like to see yourself as an animation? No wonder more. Just install Bitmoji, create your own personal emoji, then use them in
email, social media or wherever you go online. Extension generates messages to accompany your emoji, such as, cheers, I love you, and go, girl. Once you get used to Adblock Plus, making online ads magically disappear, forget that they exist. That is, so you see another computer without
it, with tons of ads. It prevents video, social media ads, viruses, and stops tracking. Click on the icon at any time to see how many ads you've blocked or changed your settings. The overall means of communication letyou use messaging, voice calls, video calls, and more. Group chats can
involve up to 150 people, and video calls can include up to 10 free friends. Message friends even when they are offline and see their replies later. Check out your history with each friend. Love online shopping? I like saving money? Then you'll love honey and you'll see coupons for the
products you're looking for on any website. On Amazon, you get more perks: Honey finds the cheapest seller for a particular product and tracks lower prices so you know the best time to buy. If grammar isn't the best subject in school, try grammar. It's like an English teacher standing on
your shoulder, correcting your grammar, spelling, and punctuation errors as you write. This works whether you're writing a classroom article, writing an e-mail for work, or just creating a Facebook post. With many breaches on the internet, everyone should look for ways to create the safest
possible passwords. LastPass helps you create and store powerful passwords with your usernames, then sync them across all your devices. It also saves you time by automatically logging in to your favorite apps. You just need to remember one powerful password to access your last pass
vault. This add-on helps you stay organized by allowing you to add new events from the websites you visit. You can also see appointments and events without leaving the page. It's easy to change, delete, or repeat calendar entries, and you can sync them with another calendar This live to-
do list helps you stay on track with all your goals. Use tags to indicate priorities and separate work from home. Didn't he get everything done? Don't worry, you can easily move unfinished tasks to another day. Get a sense of accomplishment by looking at your productivity statistics. Use the
free version or upgrade for additional features. Do you ever have a quote that you wish you could find one of those well-designed/background images, perfect for social media posting? Now you don't have to look, but you have to look at this you can create it yourself with Pablo. Just paste
the quote and choose the perfect background image and other design elements. When you come across a word you don't know online, you can drag out the old paper dictionary, chase one online and wait while it searches for the word, or use the instant dictionary. This basic extension
allows you to find word definitions just by double-clicking on a word. If you like viewing articles online, but don't always have time for long readings, use TL; DR to summarize the entire article or text of your choice only. You can even specify the length of the summary. TL; DR enables you to
get the essence of an article without putting in time to read everything. Gmail has raised the level of what we expect in the email service. But if you only use its original features, then you get a taste of its power. There's an abundance of Chrome extensions that expand Gmail's capabilities
and help you simplify the workflow. Here are four must install today. Most of us have a similar reaction when we receive an email from a new professional contact. We're trying to find out more about them right away by searching their profiles on LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter and other social
networks. Full contact shows you social sender profiles and other details. Full contact eliminates that legwork by providing functional titles, company details, and social accounts for each email sender. Without leaving your inbox, you can scroll through their Facebook posts, tweets and other
social updates. Add your own notes, and then sync all of your contact information with your address book so it's always at your fingertips. Snapmail does not recommend sending passwords to email and similarly sensitive materials. But if you must absolutely, this mission is impossible =
extension pattern ensure your message is seen by only eared eyes. Snapmail encrypts and destroys sensitive emails. The Snapmail button adds next to the Send button in your message. Pressing it encrypts the message and creates the url of the message, which is sent to the recipient.
Once the link is followed, the countdown device informs them that the message will self-destruct in 60 seconds. MixMax MixMax fulfills its promise to make awesome email. The add-on adds a range of functions that you should have in Gmail, including email tracking, business templates
with a single click and later scheduling. MixMax adds many functions to Gmail, including instant Schedule. Its instant schedule is particularly useful for setting up private meetings. MIxMax does all heavy lifting so you and the other party don't have to email back and forth to find the time that
works for you both. You can select the available times from your Google Calendar, and MixMax adds them to your email. The recipient chooses whatever works for them, puts It mixMax on your calendar and sends each of you a confirmation message. It's like having your own MailTrack
MailTrack personal assistant demystifying unanswered emails. This extension is a simple email tracker that uses check marks to keep you informed about the status of your message. Adds one checkmark next to the message when it is sent and adds a second as soon as the message is
read. Best of all, you can tell exactly the recipients who read a message sent to multiple parties. MailTrack allows you to know the recipients who read your email, even in a grouped message. MailTrack's core functions are free for an unlimited number of emails. For US$3.50 per month, you
can add options including real-time desktop notifications and daily tracking activity reports. Note: When you buy something after clicking on the links in our articles, we may earn a small commission. Read our link policy for more details. Details.
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